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Before Daria was a Navy Corpsman, she was a little girl who loved looking at the heavens. A fateful shopping
trip with her father will change the entire course of her life when two armed gunman take over the store.
Not everyone will make it out alive...
Daria's story is one of ten character biographies that I have throughout my novel "Extinction". Each short
story gives us a glimpse into the lives of our heroes before they were heroes. How did they get to where they
are now, saving the galaxy? How did their stories intertwine with each other before they came to rely on one
another for their very lives? These questions and more are answered in the "Extinction Biographies", a
collection of the ten biographies from the main novel "Extinction". You can also read these biographies for
free on your Kindle or on my site at 1393Productions, and then come back here for the full novel! Some
of other the characters you'll meet: Seth: Seth had it all, a great girlfriend, a great internship that was leading to
a great career and he was about to graduate college with honors. But then everything went wrong. Have you
ever known someone who was too smart for their own good? Well that's Seth and now he's stumbled on to a
government coverup that will change his life forever. The Warrior: Emerging from a tubular mechanical
womb, each genetically engineered soldier is identical to their brother standing next to them. At least they

used to be. It's been over a thousand years since the Warriors' makers left them on their own and things are
changing. Some are emerging from their births a little different than everyone else.
What's a clone to do? Emily: What could be better than an expedition to an alien moon to unlock the secrets
of an ancient species? Anything! At least that's what teenager Emily thought at first. After arriving at the dig
site with her galactically-known archeologist aunt, Emily becomes a key member of the team and helps to
unlock a secret that might one day save the galaxy... Scan: Before Scan was frogman for a Marine Force
Recon team, he was an eco-terrorist fighting for the oceans of the galaxy. Follow Scan on his mission to stop
the corporate plundering of a planet that one day we might call home.
Snake: What happens when you grow up in a poor Coalition colony with no parents and you work for a
criminal syndicate? Nothing good, that's for sure. This is the story of a young boy who is about to reach a
special age, an age where he can no longer say he's just a kid, an age where he will be prosecuted as an adult if
he gets caught doing his job for the syndicate.
When a kid in the syndicate reaches fourteen, he is forced into retirement, one way or another... Reaper:
Reaper's always knew he would follow in his father's footsteps and become a trauma surgeon. Saving lives
was who Reaper was and he couldn't see himself doing anything else. Then, one day, Reaper helps his father
save a man who didn't deserve saving and the repercussions of their efforts will alter the course of their lives
forever. Join Reaper's journey as he learns what it means to be a healer and make decisions that will eventually
lead to him becoming the battle-hardened Navy Corpsman he is today. Beast: Shirkas are one of the most
formidable species in the Coalition. If a Shirka had showed up on your doorstep before humans had ever had
contact with aliens, you would swear that every werewolf nightmare you ever had just came to life.
But how do Shirkas start out? Shirka birthing planets are strickly forbidden to outsiders so humans know very
little about their upbringing.

